Good Friday 2014-04-18
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begin while still kneeling at the cross

St. Martin’s noon & 7pm

… What are we doing here?

Again and again in the New Testament, we hear that Christ died for our
sins “once and for all.” (Romans 6:10, Hebrews LOTS!, 1st Peter 3:18…) Finished! “It is done!”
Why do we come here and dwell at the foot of the cross every year?
…every Sunday…
I can remember as a teenager cultivating in myself a sense of guilt,
counting my sins —imagining that each of my transgressions was still
killing Jesus. What an ingrate I was! Jesus suffered this much! And here I
am hammering the nails in deeper & deeper, pushing that thorny crown
further into his flesh… the pain of my sins infinitely magnified.
And still! Do you think I stopped sinning? …NO! I couldn’t stop.
...of course I couldn’t. because “to err is human.” We don’t know
everything. We are learning
slowly by trial & error.
In navigating our lives, we DO mess up! We hurt each other. We hurt
ourselves. We experience consequences, pick up the pieces, try again….
Back then I just knew I was racking up a huge bar tab of sins on God’s bill,
and Jesus was going to have to suffer all the more to keep covering that.
All I could do was feel guilty, but I couldn’t seem to stop screwing up.
go from kneeling

to the pulpit:

You can sit back for a minute.

You know what’s really important to me?

Integrity.

I try to use my whole life to reflect on my faith… Yes, as a clergy person,
I read THEOLOGY, and you are hearing now the influence of my favorite
Richard Rohr & many other mystics: ancient, medieval & contemporary,

but one of the ways I keep my faith in touch with my life is by listening to
pop music on the radio. Most pop songs are about love, desire,
rejection, disappointment and moving on...
I listen to pop music as prayers – as conversations that might happen
between a loving God and a naked soul. Love, transformation,
forgiveness, rejection. When a break-up song comes on the radio, I
wonder: Am I neglecting God? Is God neglecting me? Am I Godforsaken? ….Is God feeling emily-forsaken & thinkin’ I’m breaking up with
HIM because I’m not giving him enough attention?
Sometimes the lyrics are truly about LOVE, but there are lines where I go:
Well now there’s nothing God-like about that; that’s just lust. You know:

the lyrics that say “love,” but really it’s about using someone.
Some Pop-Music words fit for theology, and others don’t.
But even the ones that don’t fit
WHAT DO I BELIEVE ABOUT GOD

help me discern:
AND WHY?

Recently I’m into a group called “Imagine Dragons,” and this one song
caught my ear. It’s called “I’m bleeding out”. But already the second line
made me wonder if it fits Good Friday at all…
I’m bleeding out
So if the last thing that I do
Is bring you down
I’ll bleed out for you…

provocative words in a 2013 song by the pop band Imagine Dragons

Bleeding out. Yeah. That IS about our God in Jesus Christ.
But “bring you down?” What’s THAT about?
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I thought it must be a revenge song, so I heard out the lyrics. But I
couldn’t find anything vengeful.
….Christ isn’t vengeful, but does Christ

bring me down?!?!

I’m used to thinking of Christ as lifting me up …you know: on eagle’s
wings or something.
Is it possible that Christ is bleeding out
Well … definitely.

to bring us down? ….

And: Thank God!

If there is a pattern in the Bible, it is that God doesn’t act until God only

knows when… God doesn’t hover around to keep us from getting into
hot water. God generally waits until we’ve exhausted ourselves and
every other resource…. Heck! Only then are we even willing to look for
God, anyway.
Remember how Jesus taught: “Blessed are the poor in spirit (Mt); Blessed
are YOU… poor (Lk);
Blessed are those who mourn (Mt); …those who
hunger and thirst for righteousness (Mt); …Blessed are YOU who weep
now (Lk); … blessed are those who are persecuted (Mt), Blessed are YOU
when you find yourself hated, excluded, insulted, rejected (Lk).”
… Blessed are you brought down to nothin’! Because then, when you
finally give up, God can step in. The mystics call it “The path of descent.”
Look: There is no way

to get through life without suffering.

All of us experience pain. We fall down & hurt our bodies. We make
mistakes and feel stupid. We get mad and jealous and get our feelings
hurt.
Heck! Accidents happen, too.
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Maybe you were the kid that the other kids always made fun of,
ostracized and isolated.
Maybe you’ve got a chronic illness.
Maybe you have a parent or other family member whose love you will
never win, who always criticizes, demands and complains.
Maybe you’ve tried to mask your sadness, anger, or disappointment by
turning to excessive drinking or eating or shopping or gambling or
working or-sex-or-internet addiction or cutting yourself or not eating or
other risky behaviors…

The truth of it is: Sooner or later… you will meet a life challenge you
can’t beat. A relationship you can’t manage. A string of bad luck you
can’t break. An addiction you can’t overcome.
There is no way

to get through life without suffering and pain.

And Jesus is here on the cross and in his whole life up to this point —
showing us how to cope.
Basically, humans respond to suffering on a continuum that hangs
between 2 poles: transmitting pain and transforming pain.1
On the one side, we’ll use the example of the HIGH PRIESTS(tonight’s gospel):
Maybe their pain was that they had compromised themselves,
cooperating with the Roman authorities to hang on to any shred of
privilege & authority. They know they are straw men,
probably not held in real respect.
ON the pain-response continuum, they’re at the extreme of transmitting it.
1

this is especially Richard Rohr-ian.
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Instead of processing their sense of phoniness, they are reactive.
They can only see others as a threat,
—probably not identifying that they are even feeling fear.
They respond by pushing their pain on to someone else –scapegoating
Jesus.
But murder is so extreme!
Here’s a more everyday example of pain being transmitted instead of
transformed.
Recently my husband lost his wallet right before a trip… being all snarky w the kids.

I think that pain — resisted, denied or even unrecognized
and then unconsciously transmitted —
causes a lot of sickness and most of the suffering in our world.
Maybe “pain resisted & transmitted” is a sufficient definition of sin.
Surely it is at the root of most kinds of abuse
that people subject each other to.
and
On the other end of the pain-response continuum,
we have Jesus as an example of transforming pain. How?
Jesus keeps his eyes open. He doesn’t avoid the truth. When he sees
people in pain, isolation or sickness, he reaches out to them.
When he senses threat, he faces up to it & speaks out. It’s not that he
enjoys suffering. We see in the garden of Gethsemane, he’d really rather
not have to go through with this whole thing, but he never runs.
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Jesus feels the pain. He acknowledges it and struggles with it. He’s truly
disappointed that his friends can’t stay awake to keep him company, but
he doesn’t throw a fit. The 3rd time he finds them sleeping, he just lets
them sleep on.
Later that night when people insult and falsely accuse him, he doesn’t
answer in anger. Sometimes he doesn’t respond at all. He stays calm.
And even from the cross: he never shuts his eyes.
I think he understands why the Pharisees have prosecuted him,
why Peter denied him, why the soldiers mock him. I’m sure he
understands the disappointment and fear and greed that spurred Judas
to betray him.
All THAT

Jesus sees, understands, and feels, never lashing out.

The example he gives even from the cross is to pray:
“Father, forgive them. They don’t know what they’re doing.”
This is pain transformed.
This is bleeding out instead of busting out.
This is coming down instead in suppressing the truth to stay on top.

Jesus died for us NOT so that we could avoid suffering & death ourselves.
His gift to us is not magic.
Jesus died for us to show us how to engage pain and death in a way that
transforms us and the whole world instead of just passing it on and
making it worse.
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His gift to us is not magic, but faith: the courage to keep our eyes open
in the face of all manner of pain and to keep trusting that God works
through that. Even when we think that God has left the building.
Today we remember that Jesus in all honesty & integrity died for us.
Last night, we remembered his last supper with his disciples, how he took
the Passover bread and said “this is my body” and the Passover wine and
said “this is my blood.” We will not celebrate that meal again until
Easter. Jesus is gone. We are bereft.

and before now, I could never understand why the church developed a
practice of setting aside a wee bit of consecrated elements to snack on
today… It’s a custom of having communion from the Reserved
Sacrament on Good Friday.
But this service is a continuation of last night’s. We have proven since
that last supper that last Eucharist, that we are not very good at watching
even one hour with our beloved Lord. …we are broken people.
Today we see Christ patiently allowing himself to be broken because he
knows we don’t understand everything yet.
When you come up here for communion —before you kneel to receive
“the body of Christ broken for you” & “Christ’s blood poured out for
you” — I invite you to touch this cross, in memory of Jesus Christ’s
integrity and love, his willingness to catch the pain of the world and
hold it instead of passing it off on others.
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When you come forward for communion (and even if you are not
receiving communion, you may come forward for a blessing —just cross
your arms to let us know)…
When you come forward, identify a main component of your own
suffering, and pin that on the cross, too. And when you take your hand
away, know that your pain partakes of all the suffering that has ever been
laid on that cross.
Touch the cross. Acknowledge the crucifixion of Jesus Christ as him
patiently courageously holding present to God the culmination of all
kinds of pain: rejection, betrayal, exhaustion, cruelty, greed …
All different kinds of failures and pain have been transmitted into the
cross of Christ. Tasting and feeling and holding them all, he will
transform them. And he is teaching US to taste and feel and hold the
pains of the world with him.
When you partake of his body & blood tonight, taste his brokenness and
let your brokenness be transformed.

So if your knees allow it, let us kneel once more:
What are we doing here?
We are here to face up to cruelty, tragedy, and pain, in Christ’s life and
ours: the hurt and pain that others have inflicted on him, on all innocent
people, on us…. & our own shortcomings, and the pain we have inflicted
on others. All of it is mixed together.
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Christ teaches us to look it in the eye. Try to understand where it’s come
from, how many generations it’s been passed down….
Have Faith that God CAN transform it. Stop the cycle of transmitting your
pain to others. Look out on the world from the perspective of the cross
you bear and stop complaining. Look out with Christ and say: “Forgive
them Father; they know not what they are doing.
…. and forgive me. I don’t know what I’m doing.”
Let Christ bring you down.
Off your high horse, down from your ego, down from your worry that you
don’t stack up,
Let Christ bring you down from feeling threatened by the successes of
your peers…. Down from worrying that your kids’ performance in school
might hold them down and keep them from worldly success.
Let Christ bring you down from thinking you can just ignore your pain or
simply forget broken relationships, or drink, smoke, or gamble it all away.
Let Christ bring you down into the suffering that is deeply part of life.
Let Christ bring you down.
Because —until you know this in body, mind, spirit and soul—
you will not know what is the power and release and new life of Easter.
Truly Christ tells us on this Good Friday:
I’m bleeding out
So if the last thing that I do Is bring you down
I’ll bleed out for you…
…for you…
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